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“I generally use my Speedlights at a 45° angle to the
person and off to the left,” she says. “I use a light
stand, but if I’m shooting an event, I walk around with
the flash plus diffuser in my left hand, linked to the
camera’s hot shoe with a Nikon cable. At wedding
receptions and on crowded dance floors, I can get

LIGHT
TOUCH

the flash where I need it and avoid the light hitting
the back of other people’s heads.
“Shooting the speeches, I often use a modifier to
bounce the light onto a wall or ceiling. Getting more
creative, I love setting up a flash in one spot and
then walking around the subject. This means I can
get many different lighting styles from one set-up.”
Speedlights also help Heather to beat the crowd
on wedding days. “When I take formal portraits, I’ll
purposefully put the subjects in a backlit situation,

Portrait specialists on
the key to lighting on the
fly using Speedlights

Tamara Lackey says that lighting
conveys emotion and impact, as
in this portrait of a girl. ‘I light
moments so you not only see
them, but you really feel them’
Metadata unavailable

then use a Speedlight to fill in the subject and get a
great picture with a beautiful background. Why do
this? To ensure that hovering wedding guests take
terrible photos.” Another win for the professionals.
tamaralackey.com • mckaysphotography.com

INSTANT STUDIO

hen flash photography in non-studio settings

Tamara uses fill flash to soften shadows, or if the

is done properly, it can be hard to tell from

background is bright. “I’ll shoot in manual mode

the photos if the ambient light just happened to be

and adjust the flash, using the flash exposure

Nikon’s Creative Lighting System (CLS)

perfect or a Speedlight was at work to make subjects

compensation button as needed. This lets me get

allows you to control up to three groups of

look more three-dimensional, enhance colours,

rid of unwanted shadows or brighten a subject,

Nikon Speedlights, manually or automatically,

soften shadows or direct the light.

without giving the image a flash-lit look. I also like

for slick, studio set-ups, whatever the location.

W

Tamara Lackey and Heather McKay, high-profile

to use fill flash to create catchlights, those specular

social and commercial photographers, who mainly

highlights in the eyes of a subject, which really make

Set-Up 1: Classic Single Flash

work on location, are experts in this area. Tamara

your portrait come alive.”

One Speedlight with a diffuser or mini softbox

says that she rarely takes a photo without any flash,

Speedlights also work well as the primary source

on a stand placed off to one side, angled down

while Heather prides herself on her ability to get

of light, but since the surface emitting the light is

towards and about 45° to the subject. Simple

great lighting fast.

relatively small, the light it produces can be hard.

and ever-effective, especially with a reflector

“I love using Speedlights,” says Tamara. “The

“One of the most effective ways to control highlights

opposite or on the lap of the subject.

combination of power, por tability and ease of

when shooting with a flash is to diffuse the light,” says

charging. It’s amazing to be able to fire off about

Tamara. “A diffuser enlarges the scope of the light

Set-Up 2: Multiple Flashes

100 consecutive flashes at full power.”

and creates a softer, more flattering light.

With Nikon CLS, you can, for example, bounce

Both women use manual flash control for static

“You can use the plastic add-on diffuser that

a second flash of the ceiling. More elaborate

settings and the automatic i-TTL mode on the move.

comes with a Speedlight, or a mini softbox, such as

set-ups can be used to light outdoor shots

With i-TTL, they fine-tune the light output with the

the Profoto OCF Softbox Strip, or a directional diffuser

at night or in large interiors. The SB-5000

flash exposure compensation dial, which is fast and

that also lets you direct the light you’re softening,

Speedlights can be controlled with the

intuitive. Fill-in flash helps with tricky lighting.

like a Rogue FlashBender 2.”

WR-R10 Wireless Remote Controller, so units

“With flat lighting,” says Heather, “I always use

Another creative method Tamara uses to soften

a bit of fill-in to give my subjects a little pop from the

the light is to bounce the flash against a white

background and bring out their eyes. In contrasting

wall, ceiling or white reflector. Heather, meanwhile,

For more info on Speedlights and camera

light, I use fill for the shadows. High-speed sync flash

likes to use her Speedlights off-camera, to avoid the

compatibility, visit nikonimgsupport.com

is also a great way to tone down the ambient light.”

often-flattening effect of straight, on-camera flash.

don’t need to be in the line of sight.
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below Heather McKay
combined a Speedlight
with indoor light and
autumnal Upstate New
York light for this shot

bottom This bride-andbridesmaid image was
taken by Heather using
a Speedlight on a
shadowy veranda

D750, AF Zoom-NIKKOR

D750, AF Zoom-NIKKOR

80-200mm f/2.8D ED,

80-200mm f/2.8D ED,

ISO 2500, 1/250 sec @ f/2.8

ISO 160, 1/160 sec @ f/5.6

